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Hamburg – observations & conclusions from the benchmarking


In Hamburg, the entrepreneurship support system in general is marked by a high number of
actors and organisations, with the municipality rather in a role of coordination and strategic
development. Services of various kind are provided by organisations that are overseen, supported or (co-)funded by the city-state, and which are in direct contact with the clients. The
scope of support and infrastructures seems very broad, even though sometimes overlapping.
HEI, one of the most pivotal of these ‘mainstream’ organisations and publicly funded, is up to
now only marginally involved in activities around migrant entrepreneurship support.



The emergence of two dedicated organisations in the migrant entrepreneurship field fits into
this overall picture of network governance where the city works with numerous actors in the
business support field. While UOG’s focus is on broadly supporting migrant entrepreneurship,
ASM’s work is more focused on winning migrant entrepreneurs as trainers for the dual system
of vocational training. Implementing projects that offer a range of services to immigrant businesses and (potential) entrepreneurs, or highlighting their contributions, these organisations
successfully established migrant entrepreneurship as a topic in Hamburg and continue to play
an important agenda setting role. With their activities, UoG and ASM are in a key intermediate
and facilitating position between migrants, community organisations, the city and chambers.



The two relevant chambers, Chamber of Commerce and Chamber of Crafts, are sensitised for
the support needs of migrant entrepreneurs and appear highly committed. Being important
service organisations for the self-employed, they have started to adapt services and e.g. provide counselling for immigrant entrepreneurs (Chamber of Crafts) or have created a special
division to support migrant members (Chamber of Commerce).



A chamber-initiated working group ‘Supporting the Migrant Economy’, regularly meeting since
2016 and bringing together key players in the business support field, testifies as well to the role
of the chambers in driving forward the migrant entrepreneurship agenda in Hamburg. The existence of such a multi-stakeholder platform is a major advantage and opportunity to be seized
on for future development.



In the municipality, the economic department (BWVI) is in an early stage of engagement, with
a supportive approach e.g. to the efforts of the chambers, but no steps taken yet within the
own realm. That leaves Hamburg without a migrant entrepreneurship policy agenda, e.g. in
terms of an overall assessment of needs, comprehensive data, political commitment and funding priorities. Hamburg takes the path that everyone receives the same support, without distinction whether migrant or not. Moreover, there seems to be few coordination among administrative units with responsibilities in the economic development and immigrant integration
fields. The offices of business development in Hamburg district authorities so far have not
played a role either.



Gathering of data on migrant entrepreneurship and its usage to develop or assess support services mirrors the overall picture. While the two chambers regularly collect and update their
data about immigrant entrepreneurs, using their membership data, UoG also uses own data,
collected from clients, members and participants. Studies of the KfW Banking Group or Bertelsmann Foundation on migrant entrepreneurship are well-known to the actors committed to
the agenda but used on an ad-hoc basis. The city itself does not collect relevant data on its own
but rather refers to data gathered by the Federal Statistical Office. No advanced assessment
system exists to track the success rates of migrant entrepreneurs.



Discussion on how to use the purchasing power of the city to strengthen local, migrant-run
businesses is at the very beginning. Some guidelines and policy statements exist about the
observance of social criteria in procurement in general, but the application of the principle to
the specific goal of supporting migrant entrepreneurship still needs to be brought to the fore.



In this overall context, opportunities exist for flexible development of new services and tailormade support measures, by making use of the high number of actors in the business support
field and the resulting potentials for collaboration. Hamburg is well positioned to gain more
from the existing expertise, year-long experience and commitment of the established actors in
the migrant entrepreneurship support field.



The current setting, however, implies specific obstacles for further development as well. Leaving the main responsibility for measures and services with specialised organisations like UoG
and ASM entails the risk that that the specific needs of migrants are not sufficiently taken into
account and left to UOG and ASM. Other risks of the current situation stem from an overly
dependence on project funding (mainly EU programmes) for implementing sustainable services and activities, and related insecurities for long-term planning and continuity of provision.



The key challenge then is to better anchor and institutionalize migrant entrepreneurship support within the municipality and mainstream support organisations or -networks. In future, the
local authorities should fully weigh in on setting the agenda, creating new partnerships, making
available continuous funding, and providing leadership in the development of a sensible division of tasks among specialised and mainstream actors. By giving a higher priority to migrant
entrepreneurship in the city’s overall economic and business location development strategy,
Hamburg can better exploit the potentials for economic growth and social inclusion associated
with successful migrant businesses. As the foundations are laid, it is now time to take a next
step and joint effort towards mainstreaming migrant entrepreneurship support.

Conclusions for matching & mutual learning
Hamburg may share its experiences with regard to





outreach to communities/potential entrepreneurs and business networking activities
support services provided by chambers and their involvement in agenda-setting
target-group oriented, interculturally sensitive support and consulting services
facilitating access to finance and cooperation with banks/financial institutions

Hamburg may look at
 cities where the municipality is driving the agenda and aims for mainstreaming
 cities that have developed a knowledge base for assessing and tracking needs
 cities which aim to use social procurement clauses/supplier diversity as a means to strengthen
migrant businesses

MEGA Hamburg’s assessment sheet – Municipality
The final objectives of the municipality’s work to support immigrant entrepreneurs is to ensure that immigrant entrepreneurs who benefited
from business support services feel sufficiently skilled for setting up and running their business; that they are ‘fit-to-compete’ for public and
private contract opportunities; and that they feel as recognised in their contribution to the local economy as entrepreneurs without an
immigrant background.

1. LAYING THE
FOUNDATIONS

The municipality lays the foundations of its work on immigrant entrepreneurship by becoming aware of the potential
contribution of immigrant entrepreneurs to the local economy and of the need to provide support services to develop
further this contribution. To this end, the municipality collects basic data on immigrant entrepreneurs and provides
basic services to them, such as help with administrative procedures and regulatory matters, with the full backing from
municipality leaders and managers.

BWVI
Hamburg
Ministry for
Economy,
Transport
and
Innovation

Hamburg’s checklist at the basic level of performance



1

1

The municipality has at its disposal basic data concerning immigrant entrepreneurs.

The BWVI and other authorities in Hamburg use data which is provided by the German Federal office of Statistics. However, no data is collected on migrant entrepreneurs,
but on foreign entrepreneurs without German citizenship.



2

Political leaders and managers of the municipality provide full backing to the municipality’s
business support service, including on specific services offered to immigrant entrepreneurs.



The municipality’s business support unit provides help with administrative, regulatory and
tax matters to immigrants who wish to start a business.



The municipality’s business support unit provides help in building solid business plans to
immigrants who wish to start a business.

3




2. EXPANDING THE WORK

The services offered by the municipality’s business support unit are evaluated internally.
Inclusive procurement is a topic in the municipality.

The municipality expands its work in support of immigrant entrepreneurship by making the relevant departments
work with each other to collect complex data on immigrant entrepreneurs and by cooperating with key local
stakeholders such as chambers of commerce and business associations to increase their outreach among immigrant
communities. The municipality sets targets on the number of immigrant entrepreneurs that access a wide range of
support services, including mentoring schemes and helps with setting up business networks. The municipality
highlights the contribution of immigrant entrepreneurs to the local economy by awarding prizes to successful
immigrant entrepreneurs and recognising them as role-models.

Hamburg’s checklist at the intermediate level of performance

2

Foreign entrepreneurs receive the same subsidies and support as German entrepreneurs without discrimination. There are no services specifically provided for immigrant
entrepreneurs.
3
Not directly, but via external actors such as the Chambers and immigrant business associations

BWVI
Hamburg
Ministry for
Economy,
Transport
and
Innovation


-

The municipality has at its disposal a complex set of data on immigrant entrepreneurs and
uses it to set targets and to develop and adapt services.

-

The municipality shares its inter-departmental dataset on immigrant entrepreneurs with
external stakeholders such as the chamber of commerce and business associations, taking
into account data protection and privacy needs.

-

The municipality’s business support unit sets targets for the number of immigrant
entrepreneurs they provide services to.




The municipality’s support unit cooperates with associations of migrant entrepreneurs.



The municipality’s business support unit uses migrant associations and community leaders
as multipliers to increase its outreach.

4

4

The various relevant municipality departments work together to build and to use a common
dataset on immigrant entrepreneurs.

The municipality’s business support unit cooperates with local education institutions to
provide training to immigrants who wish to start a business.

There are not trainings specifically dedicated to immigrants. Entrepreneurs with a migrant background receive the same offers as German entrepreneurs

-

The municipality communicates on the achievements of its business support service
towards immigrant entrepreneurs in its annual report.



The municipality’s business support unit provides training in accounting, marketing and
finance to immigrants who wish to start a business.

5

-

The municipality’s business support unit provides a mentoring scheme to accompany
immigrants in the creation of their company.



The municipality’s business support service helps immigrant entrepreneurs to create a
network of like-minded entrepreneurs.



The municipality’s business support unit provides its basic services to newcomer
immigrants in several languages.

n/d

3. MAKING THE WORK
NORMAL PRACTICE

5

The services offered by the municipality’s business support unit are evaluated by an
independent contractor.
The municipality pursues corporate supplier diversity activities.

The municipality integrates its support to immigrant entrepreneurship into its normal practice by mainstreaming
support services to immigrant entrepreneurs in the city’s business support unit. The full range of support services
are provided, including help in finding business premises and in accessing finance through start-up funds.

The comment in the questionnaire “There are no services specifically provided for immigrant entrepreneurs” denies the initial ticking answer “Yes”

BWVI
Hamburg
Ministry for
Economy,
Transport
and
Innovation

Hamburg’s checklist at the advanced level of performance

-

The municipality’s business support unit tracks the success rates of its immigrant
entrepreneur members.

-

The municipality’s business support unit cooperates with local education institutions to
provide successful immigrant entrepreneurs as role-models for youth entrepreneurship
activities.

-

The municipality’s business support unit cooperates with banks and micro-credit
institutions to facilitate the access to finance for immigrant entrepreneurs.

-

The municipality’s business support unit cooperates with the main chambers of commerce
and business associations to bring immigrant entrepreneurs in the mainstream economy
and business actors.



The relevant departments of the municipality cooperate with each other and with local
housing trusts and agencies to provide immigrant entrepreneurs with an easy access to
low-priced offices and commercial leases and to include space for business units in urban
regeneration plans.

6

7

8

6

The comment in the questionnaire “There are no services specifically provided for immigrant entrepreneurs” denies the initial ticking answer “Yes”
The comment in the questionnaire “There are no services specifically provided for immigrant entrepreneurs” denies the initial ticking answer “Yes”
8
The comment in the questionnaire “There are no services specifically provided for immigrant entrepreneurs” denies the initial ticking answer “Yes”
7

9

-

9

Support activities to immigrant entrepreneurs are fully mainstreamed into the
municipality’s business support unit.

-

10

The municipality’s business support unit helps immigrant entrepreneurs to become ‘fit-tocompete’ for public and private sector contract opportunities.



The municipality contributes financially to a bank guarantee fund and a start-up public
fund.



Diversity and equality clauses in public procurement are a topic in the municipality.

The comment in the questionnaire “There are no services specifically provided for immigrant entrepreneurs” denies the initial ticking answer “Yes”
The comment in the questionnaire “There are no services specifically provided for immigrant entrepreneurs” denies the initial ticking answer “Yes”

10

MEGA Hamburg’s assessment sheet – Chambers of Commerce
The ultimate goal of the chambers’ work to support immigrant entrepreneurs is that they feel as much represented by the chambers of
commerce than entrepreneurs without a migrant background. Those entrepreneurs who benefited from the services offered by the chambers
of commerce’s business support unit are successful in their business. As such, the chambers are seen as the city’s driving force for stimulating
and strengthening entrepreneurship among immigrant communities.

1. LAYING THE
FOUNDATIONS

Laying the foundations for supporting migrant businesses, the chambers start to develop an interest in stimulating
entrepreneurship among immigrant communities. The chambers begin to collect data on migrant businesses and
provide support on regulatory and tax matters, and help on finding potential business partners, new markets and new
customers. The chambers streamline these services with those provided by other local actors, and cooperate with
migrant associations and community leaders to increase their outreach among immigrant communities.

Hamburg
Chamber of
Commerce

Chamber of
crafts and
small
businesses in
Hamburg

Hamburg’s checklist at the basic level of performance





The chamber has at its disposal basic data concerning immigrant entrepreneurs.





The chamber demonstrates its interest in stimulating entrepreneurship among immigrant communities.





The chamber’s business support unit is linked to the municipality.



-





The chamber’s business support unit provides information on administrative, regulatory and tax matters to
immigrants who wish to start a business, as well as on public and private funds they may tap into for setting
up their business.





The chamber’s business support unit offers networking activities to find potential business partners, new
markets and enlarge customer base, including for transnational business connections.

2. EXPANDING THE WORK

The chamber cooperates with migrant associations, community leaders and business leaders to carry out
information campaigns on entrepreneurship among immigrant communities.

The chambers of commerce expand their work on supporting immigrant entrepreneurs by using increasingly
complete data to adapt support services; and by setting targets on the number of immigrant entrepreneurs they
provide services to. The chambers communicate in a diversity-sensitive way, highlight the success and contribution
of businesses with international roots and help immigrant entrepreneurs to set up business networks.

Hamburg
Chamber of
Commerce

Chamber of
crafts and
small
businesses in
Hamburg

Hamburg’s checklist at the intermediate level of performance





The chamber has at its disposal a complex set of data on immigrant entrepreneurs and uses it to develop and
adapt support services.





The chamber provides adequate resources for effective outreach to immigrant entrepreneurs.





The chamber cooperates with migrant associations, community leaders and business leaders to promote
successful immigrant entrepreneurs as role-models and to highlight their contribution to the local economy.

-

-





The chamber helps immigrant entrepreneurs in setting up business networks with like-minded entrepreneurs





The chamber carries out its information campaigns and provides its basic services (information on
administrative & regulatory matters) in several languages.

3. MAKING THE WORK
NORMAL PRACTICE

The chamber’s business support unit sets targets for the number of immigrant entrepreneurs they provide
services to.

At this stage, the chambers of commerce integrate the support to immigrant entrepreneurs into normal practice and
make it sustainable. They start to cooperate with banks to facilitate access to finance and provide support to increase
the competitiveness of migrant businesses. Outreach to other chambers helps immigrant entrepreneurs to capitalise
on their own transnational networks and to establish transnational business connections.

Chamber of
crafts and
small
businesses in
Hamburg

Hamburg
Chamber of
Commerce

Hamburg’s checklist at the advanced level of performance



-

The chamber tracks the success rates of its immigrant entrepreneur members.

-

-

The chamber cooperates with joint and foreign chambers to help immigrant entrepreneurs to capitalise on
their own transnational networks and to establish transnational business connections.

-



The chamber’s business support unit helps immigrant entrepreneurs to become ‘fit-to-compete’ for public
and private sector contract opportunities.

-



The chamber acts as a broker between entrepreneurs, including immigrant entrepreneurs, and equity
investors (‘business angels’).





The chamber operates a corporate mentoring scheme to bring immigrant entrepreneurs in mainstream
business life.

1

1

The chamber cooperates with local bank branches to facilitate the access to credit by offering small business
loan guarantee programmes.

Although there are no specific offers for migrants

MEGA Hamburg assessment sheet – Business organisations
The final outcomes of the business associations’ work to support immigrant entrepreneurs is that such entrepreneurs feel as much
represented by the business institution as entrepreneurs without a migrant background. In addition, immigrant entrepreneurs who benefited
from the business associations’ support services feel sufficiently skilled for setting up and running their business. The business associations’
services and internal policies are therefore effective in bringing immigrant entrepreneurs in the mainstream local economy.

1. LAYING THE
FOUNDATIONS

The first step in laying the foundations for supporting immigrant entrepreneurship is to become aware of the need to
better reflect the diversity of the city’s community of entrepreneurs. To this end, the business associations collect
basic data on immigrant entrepreneurs and offers them basic support services to build solid business plans. They
cooperate with business support units operated by other local actors to streamline the services and increase the
number of service users among immigrant communities.

Laewatz

H.E.I
Hamburger
Existenzgründer
Initiative

Hamburg’s checklist at the basic level of performance

-



The business association has at its disposal basic data, enabling an understanding of their needs
and potential.

-



The business organisation cooperates with the municipality’s business support unit to streamline
support services and increase the number of service users, including immigrant entrepreneurs.





The business organisation is aware of the need to better reflect the diversity of the city’s
community of entrepreneurs.

-



The business organisation’s support unit provides help with administrative, regulatory and tax
matters to immigrants who wish to start a business.

-

-

The business organisation offers basic services in multiple languages to newcomer immigrant
entrepreneurs.

2. EXPANDING THE WORK

The business associations expand their support to immigrant entrepreneurs by commiting to increase the proportion
of immigrant entrepreneurs among its members, and commits resources and sets targets towards this objective. It
provides B2B networking activities designed to increase business partnerships and consortia building. It also operates
a mutual guarantee scheme designed to facilitate the access of start-up entrepreneurs to finance, including
immigrant entrepreneurs. Finally, the business associations cooperate with migrant organisations and with existing
immigrant entrepreneur associations to increase their outreach among immigrant communities.

-

Laewatz

H.E.I
Hamburger
Existenzgründer
Initiative

Hamburg’s checklist at the intermediate level of performance

-

The business association has at its disposal a complex set of data on immigrant entrepreneurs and
uses it to set targets and to develop and adapt support services.

-

-

-



The business organisation cooperates with migrant associations and with existing immigrant
entrepreneur associations to increase its outreach among immigrant communities.





The business organisation provides B2B networking activities to its members, including immigrant
entrepreneurs.

-

-

The business organisation provides a mutual guarantee scheme designed to facilitate the access of
start-up entrepreneurs to finance, including immigrant entrepreneurs.

3. MAKING THE WORK
NORMAL PRACTICE

The business organisation sets targets for recruiting more immigrant entrepreneurs as members.
The business organisation sets aside resources for increasing the proportion of immigrant
entrepreneurs among its members.

The business associations integrate the support to immigrant entrepreneurs into normal practice by making a
strategic priority to better reflect the diversity of the city’s community of entrepreneurs, and support this with an
increased budget. The business associations act as a broker between entrepreneurs, including immigrant
entrepreneurs, and equity investors (‘business angels’), and devise innovative solutions to bring immigrant
entrepreneurs in the mainstream local economy and to highlight their contributions, such as a local crowd-funding
platform.

Hamburg’s checklist at the advanced level of performance

Laewatz

H.E.I
Hamburger
Existenzgründer
Initiative

-

-

The business organisation tracks immigrant entrepreneurs’ success rates.

-

-

The business organisation helps to set up a local crowd-funding platform for entrepreneurs, including immigrant
entrepreneurs.

-



The business organisation acts as a broker between entrepreneurs, including immigrant entrepreneurs, and equity
investors (‘business angels’).

The business organisation works with banks which have access to finance programmes for micro and SMEs.

MEGA Hamburg’s assessment sheet – Immigrant business organisations
The final outcome of the immigrant business organisations’ work is that entrepreneurs who benefited from the organisations’ support feel
sufficiently skilled for setting up and running their business. The immigrant business organisations’ services and internal policies are effective
in encouraging entrepreneurship, connecting migrant-run businesses with the mainstream local economy and helping entrepreneurs to access
finance. The organisations cooperate with the support structures of the municipality and other relevant actors to improve support services
for migrant-run businesses and increase the number of service users.

Laying the foundations for supporting businesses, the immigrant organisations provide help with administrative,
regulatory and tax matters to immigrants who wish to start a business. They start to cooperate with the municipality
to streamline support services and increase the number of service users who are immigrant entrepreneurs. The
organisations are getting involved in communication activities which point to the diversity of the business sector and
start collecting data on the businesses they represent.

1. LAYING THE
FOUNDATIONS



-

Working Group
of Independent
Migrants (ASM)

Aqtivus

Entrepreneurs
Without Borders
(UOG)

Hamburg’s checklist at the basic level of performance



The immigrant business association has at its disposal basic data, enabling an understanding of
their needs and potential.







The immigrant business organisation cooperates with the municipality’s business support unit to
streamline support services and increase the number of service users, including immigrant
entrepreneurs.



-



The immigrant business organisation is involved in activities which highlight the diversity of the
city’s community of entrepreneurs.



-



The immigrant business organisation provides help with administrative, regulatory and tax
matters to immigrants who wish to start a business.

2. EXPANDING THE WORK

The immigrant business organisations expand their support to entrepreneurs by providing B2B networking activities
designed to increase business partnerships and consortia building, and are commiting to increase their membership.
Mutual guarantee schemes are designed to facilitate the access of start-up entrepreneurs to finance. The immigrant
business organisations cooperate with other migrant organisations and existing immigrant entrepreneur associations
to further increase the outreach among immigrant communities. Data are used to actively develop and adapt support
services.

Working Group
of Independent
Migrants (ASM)

Aqtivus

Entrepreneurs
Without
Borders (UOG)

Hamburg’s checklist at the intermediate level of performance



-



-

-

-



-



The immigrant business organisation cooperates with migrant associations to increase its
outreach among immigrant communities.



-



The immigrant business organisation provides B2B networking activities to its members, including
immigrant entrepreneurs.

-

-

-

3. MAKING THE WORK
NORMAL PRACTICE

The immigrant business association has at its disposal a complex set of data on immigrant
entrepreneurs and uses it to set targets and to develop and adapt support services.
The immigrant business organisation sets targets for recruiting more entrepreneurs as members.
The immigrant business organisation sets aside resources for increasing the proportion of
entrepreneurs among its members.

The immigrant business organisation provides a mutual guarantee scheme designed to facilitate
the access of start-up entrepreneurs to finance, including immigrant entrepreneurs.

At this stage, the immigrant business organisations act as a broker between immigrant entrepreneurs and equity
investors (‘business angels’). They cooperate with banks on access to finance and devise innovative solutions to bring
immigrant entrepreneurs in the mainstream local economy such as local crowd-funding platforms. Members’ success
rates are tracked and analysed to further improve support services.

Hamburg’s checklist at the advanced level of performance

Working Group
of Independent
Migrants (ASM)

Aqtivus

Entrepreneurs
Without
Borders (UOG)

-



n/d

-

-

The immigrant business organisation acts as a broker between entrepreneurs, including immigrant
entrepreneurs, and equity investors (‘business angels’).

-

-

-

The immigrant business organisation helps to set up a local crowd-funding platform for
entrepreneurs, including immigrant entrepreneurs.







The immigrant business organisation tracks members’ success rates.

The immigrant business organisation works with banks which have access to finance programmes
for micro and SMEs.

